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Figure 1: Comparisons between different detectors.
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State-of-the-art methods for pedestrian detection can be generally grouped
into two categories, the models based on hand-crafted features and deep
models. The first is to extract Haar [6], HOG [1], or HOG-LBP [7] features
and train SVM [1] or AdaBoost classifiers [2], where the two stages cannot be jointly optimized to improve performance. In the second category,
deep neural networks achieved promising results [3, 4, 5], owing to their
capacity to learn discriminative features from raw pixels. While previous
treated pedestrian detection as a single binary classification task, which are
not able to capture rich pedestrian variations, this paper proposed a novel
task-assistant CNN (TA-CNN) to jointly optimize detection with auxiliary
semantic tasks, including pedestrian attributes and scene attributes. Fig.1
is an illustration for how this idea works. If only a single detector is used
to classify all the positive and negative samples in Fig.1 (a), it is difficult
to handle complex pedestrian variations. Therefore, the mixture models of
multiple views were developed in Fig.1 (b), i.e. pedestrian images in different views are handled by different detectors. If views are treated as one type
of semantic tasks, learning pedestrian representation by multiple attributes
with deep models actually extends this idea to extreme.
All attributes are summarized in Fig.2. Given a pedestrian dataset P, for
example Caltech, we manually label the positive patches with nine pedestrian attributes. For background, we transfer hard negative patches with
attribute information from three public scene segmentation datasets to P,
including CamVid (Ba ), Stanford Background (Bb ), and LM+SUN (Bc ).
As shown in Fig.2, pedestrian attributes only present in P, shared attributes
present in all B’s, and the unshared attributes present in one of them.
We construct a training set D by combing patches cropped from both
P and B’s. Let D = {(xn , yn )}N
n=1 be a set of image patches and their lap
bels, where each yn = (yn , on , osn , oun ) is a four-tuple. Specifically, yn denotes a binary label, indicating whether an image patch is pedestrian or not.
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on = {on }9i=1 , osn = {osi
n }i=1 , and on = {on }i=1 are three sets of binary
labels, representing the pedestrian, shared scene, and unshared scene attributes, respectively. Then TA-CNN can be formulated as minimizing the
log posterior probability with respect to a set of network parameters W
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Figure 2: Attribute summarization.

and reduces the miss rate of it by more than 5 percent. TA-CNN (PedAttr.+SharedScene) reduces the result of TA-CNN (PedAttr.) by 2.2 percent, because it can bridge the gaps among multiple scene datasets. After
modeling the unshared attributes, the miss rate is further decreased by 1.5
percent, since more attribute information is incorporated. The final result of
20.86 miss rate is obtained by using the structure projection vector as input
to TA-CNN.
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Details for extensive experiments, such as detection effectiveness of
W = arg min − ∑ log p(yn , on , on , on |xn , zn ; W),
(1)
W
hard negative mining, pedestrian attributes, and background attributes, are
n=1
described in this paper. Our conclusion is that auxiliary attribute tasks are
where zn is named as structural projection vector and designed within a tree favorable for enriching the learned features to account for combinatorial
clustering structure to bridge the visual gaps between datasets P and B’s.
pedestrian variations. Future work tends to explore more attribute configTo learn network parameters W, we reformulate Eqn.(1) as optimizing urations. The proposed approach also has potential for attribute prediction
a single multivariate cross-entropy loss,
and background scene understanding.
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